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00:00

Opener Porsche Carrera Cup

00:19

The 2020 Porsche Carrera Cup season turns onto the home
straight: the drivers battle it out for points and silverware in
two more races in Germany’s fastest one-make cup. Three
titles are up for grabs. Which team was fastest this year, who
will be crowned best rookie - and who will come out on top in
the overall standings? The answer: coming up!

00:49

These two are battling it out for the championship: Larry ten
Voorde and Dylan Pereira. The latter won five of the six races
at the Red Bull Ring and the Sachsenring midway through
the season, but ten Voorde has made it to the podium in
each of the nine races so far this term.

01:06

SOT Larry Ten Voorde (DE), Nebulus Racing by Huber
Of course it’s a big achievement to win a championship like
this. We won the Supercup, and now we’ll try to win a second
one. A double is something special.

01:18

SOT Dylan Pereira (DE), FÖRCH Racing
It helps you in your future. If you already have a title under
your belt, it shows you can compete for a championship and
ultimately win it.

01:30

The two have eight out of nine possible wins between them
and have decisively shaped the season. #25 ten Voorde and
#2 Pereira fight hard. They push one another to their limits,
millimetres separating them on track.

01:50

SOT Larry Ten Voorde (DE), Nebulus Racing by Huber
The Carrera Cup is a contact sport, everybody knows that.

01:53

But both had to cope with setbacks, as Pereira did at the
Lausitzring, where the 23-year-old lost the lead in the overall
standings.

01:59

SOT Dylan Pereira (DE), FÖRCH Racing
It wasn’t my weekend.

02:01

But they dominated the race weekends, and now the stage is
set for the showdown between ten Voorde on 191 points and
Pereira on 182 points.
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02:16

SOT Dylan Pereira (DE), FÖRCH Racing
Nine points short now, which means I just have to win twice
to turn it around.

02:23

Time for the final.

02:25

SOT Larry Ten Voorde (DE), Nebulus Racing by Huber
That’s what makes this sport awesome!

02:26

The championship will be decided at Oschersleben. What are
their rivals thinking?

02:32

SOT Leon Köhler (DE), T3-HRT-Motorsport
The way things stand at the moment, I’d say Larry.

02:35

SOT Diego Bertonelli (ENG), FACH AUTO TECH

02:40

SOT Laurin Heinrich (DE), T3-HRT-Motorsport
If I’m honest I think Larry will win the championship. He’s
just a bit more consistent, which is crucial in such a short
season. Every point counts.

02:48

SOT Julian Hanses (DE), FÖRCH Racing
I’d wish Dylan the title from the bottom of my heart because
he works so hard and does a really good job.

02:55

The final qualifying: a first benchmark, and crucial at
Oschersleben in particular as the 3.7-kilometre track in
Saxony-Anhalt offers few overtaking opportunities. The
drivers aim to complete two perfect laps. The fastest lap will
be relevant for Race 1 on Saturday, the second-fastest lap
will determine the starting grid for Race 2 on Sunday.

03:21

Ten Voorde is deemed the better driver when it comes to
qualifying. He has sealed five poles so far this season and set
the fastest lap time at first, but it wasn’t his best qualifying.
P3 for Race 1 and P2 for Race 2 in the season finale: a tough
task.

03:38

Pereira, who has only sealed one pole so far, was in top form
and will be starting in front of ten Voorde in both races. The
pursuer is in an ideal position to topple his rival from his
perch over the last few metres this season.
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03:55

SOT Dylan Pereira (DE), FÖRCH Racing
I set a really good lap time on my second set of tyres.
Unfortunately it wasn’t quite enough for pole but it was very
tight. But the main thing is I’m ahead of Larry.

04:06

SOT Larry Ten Voorde (DE), Nebulus Racing by Huber
The car felt completely different than yesterday, I really
struggled. You could still see it when I was on my second and
third set. The car was harder and harder to drive. It was the
maximum for me today. We’ll have to see why. I have no
idea.

04:28

Another driver proved a cool customer and raced into the
limelight. Laurin Heinrich was on a roll, sealing pole for Race
1, 23 thousandths ahead of Pereira and 1.5 tenths ahead of
ten Voorde. The T3/HRT rookie’s speed was impressive.

04:46

SOT Laurin Heinrich (DE), T3-HRT-Motorsport
My third pole in the Carrera Cup Germany, I’m very happy
about it. To be on pole is very exciting, especially as a rookie.
I’m glad I could turn in such a good performance at the end
of the season.

04:57

The 19-year-old introduces the Motorsport Arena Oschersleben
from a driver’s perspective.

05:07

SOT Laurin Heinrich (ENG), T3-HRT-Motorsport

RACE #1
06:40

Grid: P1, Laurin Heinrich.

06:53

Grid: P2 Dylan Pereira +0.023

07:04

Grid: P3 Larry ten Voorde +0.161

07:15

Start of the race: Pereira with a rocket start, overtaking
Heinrich.

07:37

Turn 2: Ten Voorde overtaking Heinrich for P2
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07:41

Onboard: Alexander Fach, hit from behind.

07:49

Pereira leading in front of ten Voorde, Ten Voorde (onboard),
Köhler and Heinrich fighting for P3

08:00

Onboard with Diego Bertonelli: Rudy van Buren off track.

08:18

First time through the fast chicane.

08:27

Both T3-HRT driver fighting hard for P3. Heinrich still in front
of Köhler.

08:45

Track slippery because of coolant.

08:59

Heinrich off track

09:14

Replay: Track slippery in Hasseröder Corner.

09:21

Replay: Köhler off track in Triple Corner.

09:30

SOT Laurin Heinrich (DE), T3-HRT-Motorsport
There was coolant in the turn before that. I didn’t see any
traces in the turn where I spun off, and I’m sure there
weren’t any. So I don’t really know why I skidded, I’ll have to
analyse it. It’s a shame with regard to the rookie
championship of course. But I’m still in the race, and the
guys are going full throttle so I can race again tomorrow.

09:53

Safety car deployed

09:58

Replay, start, onboard Larry ten Voorde.

10:19

Replay, start, turn 2: Felix Neuhofer (neon yellow) touching
the car of Alexander Fach.

10:29

Replay, start, onboard with Jukka Honkavuori: Felix Neuhofer
(neon yellow) touching the car of Alexander Fach.
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10:41

SOT Felix Neuhofer (DE), Overdrive Racing by Huber
I wanted to go down the inside at the entry to Turn 2 but my
rear broke away and I slightly touched him. He spun and hit
me, something at my right rear was broken and touched my
tyre so there was some smoke. I had to stop the car.

11:01

SOT Alexander Fach (DE), Overdrive Racing by Huber
He hit me from the back, I spun and touched him at the
front. But it was a racing accident, it just happens.

11:13

Restart: Pereira, ten Voorde, Köhler, Joey Mawson

11:46

Onboard: Diego Bertonelli behind Kay van Berlo, fighting for
P6

12:00

Mawson, Hanses, van Berlo and Bertonelli fighting for P4. All
four drivers are competing in the rookie class.

12:51

Förch Racing team members

12:55

Onboard, van Berlo: behind Hanses, fighting for P5

13:08

Onboard: Van Buren: drive-though penalty because of jump
start

13:17

Christoph Huber quite nervous

13:21

Onboard: Ten Voorde

13:32

Christoph Huber cheering ten Voorde on.

13:36

Finish: Dylan Pereira (Luxembourg/Förch Racing) netted his
sixth win of the season. Larry ten Voorde
(Netherlands/Nebulus Racing by Huber) reached the finish
line in second place ahead of Leon Köhler (Germany/T3/HRT
Motorsport). Joey Mawson on P4 (Australia/Fach Auto Tech)
achieved his best result so far this season.

13:55

In the team classification, Förch Racing (313 points) fights
for honours against Nebulus Racing by Huber (275 points).
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14:02

SOT Dylan Pereira (DE), FÖRCH Racing
Larry was really fast midway through the race. But towards
the end I was a little faster thanks to my tyre pressure, I
managed my tyres better and opened up a gap again.
Everything’s up for grabs tomorrow.

14:14

SOT Larry Ten Voorde (DE), Nebulus Racing by Huber
I was able to attack quite well in today’s race despite older
tyres and a broken front lip. It was my own fault, I’d seen a
gap and tried to take it. Everyone will have the same tyres at
their disposal tomorrow. I’m already looking forward to it.
The car is definitely good.

14:31

Pereira makes the podium for the eighth time this season,
two times fewer than ten Voorde, who’s been in the top three
every time in 2020.

14:42

The final race is also the title decider: Dylan Pereira versus
Larry Ten Voorde. The Dutchman is a mere four points
ahead. It means the winner of the last race will be crowned
champion. The Carrera Cup showdown could not be more
tense and exciting.

RACE #2
15:05

Grid: P1, Dylan Pereira

15:16

Grid: P2 Larry ten Voorde +0.010

15:25

Grid: P3 Leon Köhler +0.071

15:35

Grid: P4 Laurin Heinrich +0.222, (new front bumper in grey
colour)

15:48

Start of the race: Pereira with a good start, taking the lead.

16:08

Turn 2: ten Voorde taking the lead

16:15

Onboard: Jukka Honkavuori behind Matthias Jeserich.

16:28

Onboard: Joey Mawson behind teammate Bertonelli
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16:48

Onboard: Lukas Ertl

16:52

Replay start

17:10

Replay start, onboard Pereira

17:24

Replay start, Team Huber Racing

17:34

Replay start, Onboard Heinrich

17:43

Lap 2: Ten Voorde, Pereira, Köhler, van Buren, Heinrich,
Hanses, van Berlo, and Ertl and Bertonelli fighting for P8.

18:12

Onboard: Joey Mawson behind teammate Bertonelli

18:33

Stefan Rehkopf, Felix Neuhofer and Jukka Honkavuori
fighting for P13.

18:45

Onboard: Laurin Heinrich, in front of Hanses.

18:56

Onboard: Jukka Honkavuori fighting with Neuhofer.

19:31

Ten Voorde still in the lead.

19:44

Onboard: Bastian Buus fighting with Reekopf

20:05

Replay: Pereira, P2, too late on the brakes for turn 2.

20:13

Onboard: Bastian Buus still fighting with Reekopf, overtaking
the German

20:29

Replay: Neuhofer in the gravel bed, turn 2.

20:48

Safety car deployed

20:58

Safety car turned off the lights, field warming up the tyres.

21:09

Christoph Huber

21:18

Restart: Hanses, Heinrich and van Berlo fighting for P4.
Heinrich overtaking Hanses and at the end winning the rookie
class.
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21:44

SOT Julian Hanses (DE), FÖRCH Racing
I’m very satisfied. The team did a superb job. I’ve improved a
whole lot from the first race to this point, and that’s what it’s
all about. I always say, may the best driver win, and he was
better in the race, he did a better job.

21:58

SOT Laurin Heinrich (DE), T3-HRT-Motorsport
Julian braked very late in Turn 1. I saw it, so I eased off the
throttle and focused on the exit to the turn. I was beside him
at the bottom of the turn, and I knew it would work out.

22:09

Van Berlo now fighting with Ertl, passed by the German

22:33

Onboard van Berlo, hit by another driver.

22:41

Replay van Berlo, contact with Mawson.

22:49

Onboard Honkavuori overtaking Bastian Buus

22:59

Team Förch Racing

23:03

Christoph Huber

23:07

Finish: Larry ten Voorde is the new champion of the Porsche
Carrera Cup Deutschland. At the Motorsport Arena
Oschersleben, the Dutchman wins the eleventh and final
round of the season and beats Dylan Pereira in the gripping
duel for the title.

23:44

SOT Christoph Huber (DE), Team principal Huber
Racing
It feels superb. I was extremely tense and nervous during the
race of course. To be honest, I left and didn’t watch it. I
haven’t quite taken it in yet.

23:54

Dylan Pereira has to content himself with the unwanted
second place whereas Ten Voorde and his team can pop the
champagne.
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24:09

SOT Larry Ten Voorde (DE), Nebulus Racing by Huber
I’m lost for words. I had to win and did just that. I gave it
everything. The start was very good, and the manoeuvre was
one of the best and most important ones in my career. But
I’d also like to thank Dylan.

24:25

SOT Dylan Pereira (DE), FÖRCH Racing
I think Larry and I are quite similar. We both race close to
perfection, sometimes one of us is a tenth faster or slower
than the other, so the slightest mistakes in terms of setup or
even mentally make the difference. And this year Larry did a
better job in the Carrera Cup and the Supercup.

24:55

After the title in the international Porsche Mobil 1 Supercup at
the beginning of September, ten Voorde added more
silverware to his trophy collection in his fourth year in the
Carrera Cup. Congratulations!

25:12

There were decisions in two other classes: Laurin Heinrich
won the rookie championship in his first Carrera Cup year,
and Förch Racing took the team championship.

25:28

Carlos Rivas had already won the ProAm class, the amateur
title, before the finale. That’s it for the 2020 Carrera Cup
season - see you next year!

25:42

Closer Porsche Carrera Cup

26:00

End

